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NATIONAL BESTSELLER • With stark poignancy and political dispassion Tightrope addresses
the crisis in working-class America while focusing on solutions to mend a half century of
governmental failure. This must-read book from the authors of Half the Sky “shows how we can
and must do better” (Katie Couric)."A deft and uniquely credible exploration of rural America,
and of other left-behind pockets of our country. One of the most important books I've read on the
state of our disunion."—Tara Westover, author of Educated Drawing us deep into an “other
America,” the authors tell this story, in part, through the lives of some of the people with whom
Kristof grew up, in rural Yamhill, Oregon. It’s an area that prospered for much of the twentieth
century but has been devastated in the last few decades as blue-collar jobs disappeared.About
a quarter of the children on Kristof’s old school bus died in adulthood from drugs, alcohol,
suicide, or reckless accidents. While these particular stories unfolded in one corner of the
country, they are representative of many places the authors write about, ranging from the
Dakotas and Oklahoma to New York and Virginia.With their superb, nuanced reportage, Kristof
and WuDunn have given us a book that is both riveting and impossible to ignore.

“A deft and uniquely credible exploration of rural America, and of other left-behind pockets of our
country. One of the most important books I've read on the state of our disunion.” —Tara
Westover, author of Educated “Tightrope is a heroic, harrowing, and at times tender, look at the
high wire act that is survival for too many people today. Kristof and WuDunn know there are no
easy solutions here, but that doesn’t mean we can’t take action, whether by pushing for better
policies, or changing our own attitudes. This book will shake you—it did me—and that is the
point.” —Bono“This is a must-read that will shake you to your core. It’s a Dante-esque tour of a
forgotten America, told partly through the kids who rode on Kristof’s old school bus in rural
Oregon. A quarter are now dead, and others are homeless, in prison or struggling with drugs.
They made bad choices, but so did America, in ways that hold back our entire
country. Tightrope shows how we can and must do better.” —Katie Couric “Tightrope catches
what many analyses miss about struggling communities across color lines: an undercurrent of
self-hatred, in which people blame themselves for bad outcomes and are loath to ask for a
‘handout’. . . [The authors’] analysis of our country’s class problem reads as lived
understanding. . . Tightrope’s greatest strength is its exaltation of the common person’s voice,
bearing expert witness to troubles that selfish power has wrought.” —Sarah Smarsh, The New
York TimesBook Review “[Tightrope] may well be the timeliest and most engrossing work of
nonfiction this year.”—Newsweek “Shocking. . . Tightrope is a convincing argument that it's not
too late to change the course of the nation. It's also an agonizing account of how apathy and
cruelty have turned America into a nightmare for many of its less fortunate citizens. . . It's difficult



to read, and it was surely difficult to write, but it feels—now more than ever—deeply
necessary.” —Michael Schaub, NPR"Powerful. . . Kristof and WuDunn record how Americans
turn barbaric toward those who struggle personally and financially. . . [Tightrope illuminates] the
disparagement that the poor confront in a prosperous America."—Alissa Quart, The Washington
Post "Tightrope manages to chronicle our worst while reminding us of our best. . . [Kristof and
WuDunn's] interweaving of the stories of their friends from Yamhill caught in the webs of
misfortune, is . . . deeply humane. . . These are whole people, not statistics."—Allison Pugh,
Harvard Magazine“While [Kristof and WuDunn] cover policy failures of the last half-century, they
also affirm that we’re no longer dealing in Republican or Democratic issues, but issues of
Americans’ very survival. . . Highlighting successful small-scale programs, they emphasize that
there are potentially nationwide solutions. Both researched and personal, this will be hard for
readers to stop thinking about.”—Annie Bostrom, Booklist [starred review] “With compassion
and empathy, [the authors] pull readers into the lives of families who have been in a downward
spiral for several generations. . . They bring a human face to issues such as drug addiction,
incarceration, family dysfunction, and declining prospects for employment. Enlightening for all
concerned Americans.” —Caren Nichter, Library Journal [starred review]“In addition to looking
back at all that's been lost, the authors – compassionate, solutions-oriented, and ultimately
optimistic – offer a path forward. . . Replacing punitive public policy with policy approaches that
recognize a collective responsibility for our fellow citizens, they argue, will in the long run save
billions of dollars and prevent untold suffering.”—Barbara Spindel, Christian Science
Monitor“While acknowledging the need for personal responsibility—and for aid from private
charities—the authors make a forceful case that the penalties for missteps fall unequally on the
rich and poor in spheres that include education, health care, employment, and the judicial
system; to end the injustices, the government also must act. . . An ardent and timely case for
taking a multipronged approach to ending working-class America's long decline.” —
Kirkus “Kristof and WuDunn avoid pity while creating empathy for their subjects, and effectively
advocate for a ‘morality of grace’ to which readers should hold policy makers accountable. This
essential, clear-eyed account provides worthy solutions to some of America’s most complex
socioeconomic problems." —Publishers Weekly“This is an unflinching book that illustrates the
central, confounding American paradox—in a country that purports to root for the underdog, too
often we exalt the rich and we punish the poor. With thorough reporting and extraordinary
compassion, Kristof and WuDunn tell the stories of those who fall behind in the world’s
wealthiest country, and find not an efficient first-world safety net created by their government,
but a patchwork of community initiatives, perpetually underfunded and run by tired saints. And
yet amid all the tragedy and neglect, Kristof and WuDunn conjure a picture of how it could all get
better, how it could all work. That’s the miracle of Tightrope, and why this is such an
indispensable book.” —Dave Eggers, author of The Captain and the Glory “A quarter of the
chums Nicholas Kristof rode to school with in the 1970s in sundown rural Yamhill, Oregon, are
dead, the authors of this riveting book tell us, from drugs, alcohol, obesity, reckless accidents



and suicide. In this deeply empathic, important, and timely book, the authors conceive of such
childhood friends and others like them across rural America as unwitting shock absorbers of
cruel trends for which we have yet to acknowledge collective responsibility. Read this book and
pass it on!” —Arlie Russell Hochschild, author of Strangers In Their Own LandAbout the
AuthorNicholas D. Kristof has coauthored several books with his wife, Sheryl WuDunn, including
A Path Appears and Half the Sky. Together they were awarded a Pulitzer Prize in 1990 for their
coverage of China. They also received the Dayton Literary Peace Prize for Lifetime Achievement
in 2009. Now an op-ed columnist for the New York Times, Kristof was previously bureau chief in
Hong Kong, Beijing, and Tokyo. He won his second Pulitzer in 2006 for his columns on
Darfur. Sheryl WuDunn has coauthored several books with her husband, Nicholas D. Kristof,
including Half the Sky and A Path Appears. Together they were awarded a Pulitzer Prize in 1990
for their coverage of China. They also received the Dayton Literary Peace Prize for Lifetime
Achievement in 2009. WuDunn worked at the New York Times as a business editor and foreign
correspondent in Tokyo and Beijing. She now works in banking. --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.1The Kids on the
Number 6 School BusIs this land made for you and me?—woody guthrieDee Knapp was asleep
when her husband, Gary, stumbled drunk-enly into their white frame house after a night out
drinking. Bracing for trouble, Dee jumped up and ran to the kitchen. Gary, muscular and compact
with short black hair above a long face, was a decent fellow when sober, a brute when
drunk.“Get me dinner!” he shouted as he wobbled toward the kitchen, and Dee scrambled to
turn the electric stove on and throw leftovers into a pan. But she wasn’t fast enough, and he hit
her with his fist. A lithe brunette in her early thirties, with shoulder-length hair and calloused
hands, Dee realized that this was one of those times she was destined to be a punching bag.
Devoted to her five children, she especially hated to be beaten by Gary because of the loathing
for their father this engen-dered in them.“Dinner!” Gary roared again. “Get me dinner!” He
grabbed his loaded .22 rifle and pointed it at her menacingly. She bolted past Gary and out the
front door into the night.Gary’s shouting had awoken the children upstairs. “Mom,” Farlan, her
eldest son, hissed from the second- floor window as she ran around the side of the house. Dee
looked up and he threw down a sleeping bag. She grabbed it in midair and ran into the protective
darkness of their two- and- a half- acre property, seeking a place to spend the night hiding in the
tall grass, waiting for Gary to sleep off his rage.“Damn that woman,” Gary cursed from inside the
house. Clutching his .22, he lunged out the front door, then looked wildly into the dark-ness. A
white, wooden Pentecostal church was on one side, one of two churches serving the tiny hamlet
of Cove Orchard, Oregon. Beyond the church was Highway 47, leading to the small town of
Yamhill, three miles to the south. Dee was sheltering in the darkness somewhere between the
church and the neighbor’s fence line. Gary lifted the rifle to his shoulder and fired off a volley of
shots into the field where his wife was cowering. Dee stiffened, hugging the ground.The children
listened, terrified. Helpless and furious, Farlan clenched his fists and vowed to himself that
someday he would kill his dad. In the field, seventy feet away, with no trees to hide behind, Dee



held her breath as bullets smacked into the ground nearby. This happened from time to time,
and Dee knew that her husband would soon tire of shooting into the night.Finally, Gary stumbled
back into the house and ordered a sullen Farlan downstairs to cook dinner for him. Dee could
hear all this from her hiding spot, for Gary didn’t know how to speak softly. She gradually felt her
heartbeat return to normal. She spread the sleeping bag and lay down inside it, listening to her
husband’s curses from the house, hoping that he wouldn’t beat Farlan, praying that the other
kids would stay quiet upstairs.It was another violent, tumultuous evening, but strangely Dee says
that she was still buoyed by hope that day in 1973, for despite the fear and violence, she
believed that in some ways life truly was getting better— especially for her kids. Like her
husband, Dee had been raised in a cramped household without electricity or plumbing. The
youngest of ten children, she had grown up poor after her father, a construction worker, died
when she was nine years old. Dee had dropped out of school in fifth grade, while Gary had had
virtually no education and could barely write his name. She and Gary had started their married
life as migrant farmworkers, or “fruit tramps,” following the harvests around California and
Oregon, paid according to how many strawber-ries or beans they picked, living in shacks without
electric light or run-ning water. As of 1960, only one migrant worker child in five hundred
completed grade school. Dee wanted better for her children, and she announced that when their
kids were old enough for school, the family was going to settle down.That’s how they ended up
in Cove Orchard, population fifty, in northwestern Oregon, where the grasses of the Willamette
Valley merge into the forests of the Coastal Range, where fields of grass seed, golden wheat
and Christmas trees, and orchards abounding with apples, cherries and hazelnuts, blanket the
earth to the horizon. Gary found regular work and at one point landed a good union job laying
pipe, mostly for sewer lines, earning a solid income even if he spent much of it in the bars in
Yamhill and nearby Gaston. Dee had a steady job driving tractors on a hazelnut farm near
Yamhill. She couldn’t afford day care, so she brought along her youngest, Keylan, a toddler, and
kept him on her lap as she worked.The Knapps had been able to buy their property for $2,500 in
1963, and it had the first electricity they had ever enjoyed at home in their lives. Initially, there
was no running water, but Dee was handy with tools, so she bought a pipe cutter and laid down
pipes to bring water into the bathroom and the kitchen sink. They also earned extra money
refurbishing cars together: Gary fixing the engine, and Dee upholster-ing the interior.They were
homeowners! They had risen from itinerant farmwork-ers, one of the lowest rungs on the
American economic ladder, to the solid, union-fortified working class and were on a trajectory to
claw their way into the middle class. Farlan in his early teens was already growing taller than his
dad, perhaps a tribute to better nutrition; there was no shortage of food in the Knapp household.
Dee canned beans, tomatoes, peaches, prunes and other kinds of fruit, she made her own fruit
jellies, and the shelves were full. All the children—Farlan, Zea-lan, Nathan, Rogena and Keylan—
were far outpacing their parents in education. It looked as if all five might graduate from high
school, and maybe some would even attend college.Farlan was adept with his hands and smart,
a natural engineer. Maybe he would design pipelines, not lay them. Dee invested all her hopes in



her kids. Yes, she inflicted punishment by hitting them with a stick on occasion, but they all knew
how much she loved them. She made sure they got schooling, and she absorbed punches and
black eyes to protect them from Gary’s drunken furies. In the end, she was confident they would
have opportunities that she and Gary had never enjoyed.As she lay in the dark field, a bruise
forming on her cheek where Gary had struck her, she was stubbornly consoled by faith in the
future, by her belief that America was the land of opportunity, by the certainty that even Gary’s
drunkenness couldn’t stop the Number 6 school bus from picking up her kids each morning and
taking them to get an education at Yamhill Carlton High School, learning algebra, biology, the
use of prepositions and other knowledge that no one else in her family had been exposed to. For
ten generations, her forebears had struggled to scratch from the earth enough to eat, and now
finally in her generation there was dizzying progress. Her kids were living their version of the
American dream and inheriting a cornucopia. Electric lights. Tractors and cars. Education.
Television. Medicare. Social Security. Tampons. John Denver and Johnny Carson. Vaccinations.
Hot showers. Twinkies. Boom boxes. As Dee lay in her sleeping bag, this certainty sustained her:
Life was getting better in spite of Gary, and her children would inherit the earth. Life in Yamhill
back in the 1970s seemed to echo Curly’s upbeat refrain from Oklahoma!, when he exulted,
“Everything’s goin’ my way.”Tragically, it didn’t work out as hoped. The Knapps, like so many
other working-class families, tumbled into unimaginable calamity.Gary and Dee were Nick’s
neighbors as he grew up outside Yamhill, and the five Knapp kids rode with him each day on the
Number 6 bus to Yamhill Grade School and then Yamhill Carlton High School. When Gary fired
his .22 rifle into the yard at his cowering wife, the gunshots echoed to Nick’s farm half a mile
away. Farlan was in Nick’s class in school; his siblings were younger.The Knapps’ optimism at
that time was shared by the entire com-munity, and by millions of others throughout the country.
We have no soggy sentimentality about those days: we recount Gary’s violence precisely to cure
anyone of false nostalgia. But life had improved dramatically, and most expected that rising
education levels and improved social services would give the Knapp kids and almost everyone
else a much better life. The kids on the bus as it careered toward Yamhill each morning were
sure that their world would be better than their parents’ had been.Yet those kids ended up riding
into a cataclysm, as working- class communities disintegrated across America, felled by lost
jobs, broken families and despair. About one- fourth of the kids who rode with Nick on the bus
are dead from drugs, suicide, alcohol, obesity, reckless accidents and other pathologies. A boy
named Mike is dead from suicide, after struggles with drugs; Steve from the aftermath of a
foolhardy motorcycle accident; Cindy from depression, obesity and then a heart attack; Jeff from
a daredevil car crash; Tim from a construction accident; Billy from complications of diabetes
while in prison; Kevin from consequences of obesity. There are different accounts of what Sue
died of. Chris has gone missing after decades of alcoholism and homeless-ness. Others are
alive but struggling with dead- end jobs or wrestling with drugs and alcohol. Of the two boys that
Nick walked to the bus stop with each day, Mike is a homeless alcoholic living in a park, and
Bobby is serving a life sentence in prison for offenses so harrowing that the family has cut him



off.The American economy has dazzled the world and its stock markets have created great
riches, but the median American household is actually poorer in net worth today than it was in
2000. Median wages for the majority of the population that lacks a college degree are
significantly lower today, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, than they were back in
1979. Gallup has been asking Americans once a month for decades if they are “satisfied” or
“dissatisfied” with the way things are going in the United States, and for the last fifteen years a
majority has steadily answered “dissatisfied.” Gallup reported in 2019 that even as the economy
grew steadily, “higher levels of stress, anger and worry nudged Americans’ overall Negative
Experience Index to 35— three points higher than any previous score.” Gallup concluded, “In
fact, the levels of negative emotions in the past several years are even higher than during the
U.S. recession years.” Gallup found that Americans were among the most stressed populations
in the world, tied with Iranians and even more stressed than Venezuelans. Life expectancy
continues to rise in most of the rest of the industrialized world, but in the United States it has
dropped for three years in a row— for the first time in a century. As we’ll see, American kids
today are 55 percent more likely to die by the age of nineteen than children in the other rich
countries that are members of the OECD, the club of industrialized nations. America now lags
behind its peer countries in health care and high- school graduation rates while suffering greater
violence, poverty and addiction. This dysfunction damages all Americans: it undermines our
nation’s competitiveness, especially as growing economies like China’s are fueled by much
larger populations and by rising education levels, and may erode the well- being of our society
for decades to come. The losers are not just those at the bottom of society, but all of us. For
America to be strong, we must strengthen all Americans.We set out in this book to explore that
unraveling. We wanted to understand more deeply what had happened to Nick’s friends on the
school bus, how our country could have let tens of millions of people suffer an excruciating loss
of jobs, dignity, lives, hopes and children, and how we can recover. The Knapps and many of the
kids on the bus— and millions of Americans across the country— made terrible, self- destructive
choices about using drugs or dropping out of school. But we saw that these were compounded
by terrible choices that the country made on multiple fronts. The kids on the bus who floundered
weren’t somehow worse than their parents or less prepared—indeed, they mostly had more
education—and they didn’t have weaker char-acters than their counterparts in other countries.
American kids don’t drop out of high school at higher rates than in other countries because they
are less intelligent. So while we look unsparingly at failures of personal responsibility, let’s also
examine equally rigorously the failures of government, of institutions and of society. And let’s
seek solutions.In doing our research and reporting for this book, we came to see that life’s
journey for affluent, well-educated American families is like a stroll along a wide, smooth path,
forgiving of missteps. But increasingly, for those from lower on the socioeconomic spectrum, life
resembles a tightrope walk. Some make it across, but for so many, one stumble and that’s it.
What’s more, a tumble from the tightrope frequently destroys not only that individual but the
entire family, including children and, through them, grandchildren. The casualties are



everywhere in Amer-ica, if we only care to notice.Some 68,000 Americans now die annually
from drug overdoses, another 88,000 from alcohol abuse and 47,000 from suicide. More
Americans die from these causes every two weeks than died during eighteen years of war in
Afghanistan and Iraq. Yet much of affluent America has shrugged, with elites paying little
attention to the disin-tegration of communities across the country—or, worse, blaming the
victims. In fact, plenty of blame could go elsewhere: Politicians, jour-nalists, religious leaders and
business executives were too often derelict as communities cratered and tens of millions of
people endured the pain. The United States still doesn’t have a coherent plan to address the
challenges.This journey of exploration has taken the two of us to all fifty states, and we tell
stories here from Alabama, Arkansas, California, Florida, Maryland, New York, Oklahoma,
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, Wash-ington, D.C., and elsewhere. But many of the tales are from
Yamhill, because it is close to our hearts and because it reflects the challenges of working- class
America. Another reason to write about the people of Yamhill is that they bared their souls to us.
Nick has a lifetime of attachment to local friends, and Sheryl has been visiting Yamhill ever since
our engagement, when she amused people by locking the car door. Our kids grew up partly on
the Kristof family farm, and our ties to Yamhill give us a deep empathy for the community’s
struggles. The consequences of lost timber jobs in Oregon and disappearing coal jobs in
Kentucky are not so different from the consequences of erased factory jobs in North Carolina,
Maine or Michigan. In talking to our friend Wes Moore, an African American who grew up in
poverty in Baltimore and New York, it struck us both how many commonalities there are between
a white farm town in Oregon and a black neighborhood in Baltimore: what they share is deep
pain.This has been a wrenching book for us to write, because old friend-ships threatened to rob
us of the protection of professional distance. In past books, we have tried to shine a light on
urgent and neglected topics, such as the oppression of women around the world; now we are
trying to illuminate similarly urgent and neglected crises in our own backyards. Some of these
stories are of dear friends whom Nick had crushes on, passed notes to in class, danced with or
competed against on the high- school track. Together we’ve covered massacres, genocide, sex
trafficking and other tragedy and heartbreak around the globe, but these struggles hit so close to
home because Yamhill and America are home.The Knapp kids undertook their own Dantesque
journey through drugs, alcohol, crime and family dysfunction. Farlan, a talented wood- carver
and furniture maker, died of liver failure from drink and drugs. Zealan burned to death in a house
fire while passed out drunk. Rogena suffered from mental illness and died from hepatitis linked
to her own drug use. Nathan burned to death when the meth he was making exploded. Four
siblings, once happy kids bouncing on the seats of school bus Number 6, dead, dead, dead,
dead.Keylan, particularly smart and talented, whom Yamhill Grade School recognized as a math
prodigy, is the lone survivor, partly because thir-teen years in the state penitentiary protected
him from drugs. He soldiers on with HIV, hepatitis and more broken bones than he can
remember; he says he uses drugs much less now.Today Keylan shares a home with Dee in
Oklahoma. She survived Gary and, at seventy-nine, remains sound of mind and strong of body.



She gets by on Social Security, doesn’t touch alcohol or drugs, and makes daily visits to the
grave site of her four dead children. Pulling out family photos, Dee pointed to her kids in happier
times; over the doorway, the word FAMILY practically jumps off a wooden sign. “Our family is
cursed,” Keylan said. “Something went wrong with our genera-tion, and so there was alcohol
abuse. There was drug abuse. There was prison.” He began weeping.So many Americans have
wandered off course “into a dark wood,” as Dante described his journey in Inferno, exploring the
corruption and hypocrisy of medieval Florence, then one of the world’s great cities. Dee Knapp
knows as well as anyone that the America of the old days was no simple Leave It to Beaver
kaleidoscope of happy families passing the gravy around a dinner table. It was even more
difficult for African Americans, Latinos, Native Americans and others who did not even have a
seat at the table. Yet in those days the dream of advancement was real, and it sustained people
like Dee through difficult times. For much of working-class America, of whatever complexion, the
dream is now dead. It’s dead along with all those children on the Number 6 school bus. It’s dead
along with Farlan, Zealan, Rogena and Nathan Knapp. Personal responsibility must be part of
the turnaround, but so must collective responsibility, especially for children now struggling. We
as citizens have failed in this, and so has our government, and that must change. The United
States took a historic wrong turn over the last half century, and for the Knapps and so many
others life has become an inferno. We will take you through that inferno, but also show how
America can do better. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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Note About the Authors1The Kids on the Number 6 School BusIs this land made for you and
me?—WOODY GUTHRIEDee Knapp was asleep when her husband, Gary, stumbled drunkenly
into their white frame house after a night out drinking. Bracing for trouble, Dee jumped up and
ran to the kitchen. Gary, muscular and compact with short black hair above a long face, was a
decent fellow when sober, a brute when drunk.“Get me dinner!” he shouted as he wobbled
toward the kitchen, and Dee scrambled to turn the electric stove on and throw leftovers into a
pan. But she wasn’t fast enough, and he hit her with his fist. A lithe brunette in her early thirties,
with shoulder-length hair and calloused hands, Dee realized that this was one of those times she
was destined to be a punching bag. Devoted to her five children, she especially hated to be



beaten by Gary because of the loathing for their father this engendered in them.“Dinner!” Gary
roared again. “Get me dinner!” He grabbed his loaded .22 rifle and pointed it at her menacingly.
She bolted past Gary and out the front door into the night.Gary’s shouting had awoken the
children upstairs. “Mom,” Farlan, her eldest son, hissed from the second-floor window as she ran
around the side of the house. Dee looked up and he threw down a sleeping bag. She grabbed it
in midair and ran into the protective darkness of their two-and-a-half-acre property, seeking a
place to spend the night hiding in the tall grass, waiting for Gary to sleep off his rage.“Damn that
woman,” Gary cursed from inside the house. Clutching his .22, he lunged out the front door, then
looked wildly into the darkness. A white, wooden Pentecostal church was on one side, one of
two churches serving the tiny hamlet of Cove Orchard, Oregon. Beyond the church was Highway
47, leading to the small town of Yamhill, three miles to the south. Dee was sheltering in the
darkness somewhere between the church and the neighbor’s fence line. Gary lifted the rifle to
his shoulder and fired off a volley of shots into the field where his wife was cowering. Dee
stiffened, hugging the ground.The children listened, terrified. Helpless and furious, Farlan
clenched his fists and vowed to himself that someday he would kill his dad. In the field, seventy
feet away, with no trees to hide behind, Dee held her breath as bullets smacked into the ground
nearby. This happened from time to time, and Dee knew that her husband would soon tire of
shooting into the night.Finally, Gary stumbled back into the house and ordered a sullen Farlan
downstairs to cook dinner for him. Dee could hear all this from her hiding spot, for Gary didn’t
know how to speak softly. She gradually felt her heartbeat return to normal. She spread the
sleeping bag and lay down inside it, listening to her husband’s curses from the house, hoping
that he wouldn’t beat Farlan, praying that the other kids would stay quiet upstairs.It was another
violent, tumultuous evening, but strangely Dee says that she was still buoyed by hope that day in
1973, for despite the fear and violence, she believed that in some ways life truly was getting
better—especially for her kids. Like her husband, Dee had been raised in a cramped household
without electricity or plumbing. The youngest of ten children, she had grown up poor after her
father, a construction worker, died when she was nine years old. Dee had dropped out of school
in fifth grade, while Gary had had virtually no education and could barely write his name. She
and Gary had started their married life as migrant farmworkers, or “fruit tramps,” following the
harvests around California and Oregon, paid according to how many strawberries or beans they
picked, living in shacks without electric light or running water. As of 1960, only one migrant
worker child in five hundred completed grade school. Dee wanted better for her children, and
she announced that when their kids were old enough for school, the family was going to settle
down.That’s how they ended up in Cove Orchard, population fifty, in northwestern Oregon,
where the grasses of the Willamette Valley merge into the forests of the Coastal Range, where
fields of grass seed, golden wheat and Christmas trees, and orchards abounding with apples,
cherries and hazelnuts, blanket the earth to the horizon. Gary found regular work and at one
point landed a good union job laying pipe, mostly for sewer lines, earning a solid income even if
he spent much of it in the bars in Yamhill and nearby Gaston. Dee had a steady job driving



tractors on a hazelnut farm near Yamhill. She couldn’t afford day care, so she brought along her
youngest, Keylan, a toddler, and kept him on her lap as she worked.The Knapps around the
Christmas tree in Cove Orchard, Oregon, circa 1968. Dee Knapp is in the back, and from left the
kids are Nathan, Rogena, Farlan, Keylan and Zealan. At that time the family’s prospects seemed
to be soaring. (photo courtesy Dee Knapp)The Knapps had been able to buy their property for
$2,500 in 1963, and it had the first electricity they had ever enjoyed at home in their lives. Initially,
there was no running water, but Dee was handy with tools, so she bought a pipe cutter and laid
down pipes to bring water into the bathroom and the kitchen sink. They also earned extra money
refurbishing cars together: Gary fixing the engine, and Dee upholstering the interior.They were
homeowners! They had risen from itinerant farmworkers, one of the lowest rungs on the
American economic ladder, to the solid, union-fortified working class and were on a trajectory to
claw their way into the middle class. Farlan in his early teens was already growing taller than his
dad, perhaps a tribute to better nutrition; there was no shortage of food in the Knapp household.
Dee canned beans, tomatoes, peaches, prunes and other kinds of fruit, she made her own fruit
jellies, and the shelves were full. All the children—Farlan, Zealan, Nathan, Rogena and Keylan—
were far outpacing their parents in education. It looked as if all five might graduate from high
school, and maybe some would even attend college.Farlan was adept with his hands and smart,
a natural engineer. Maybe he would design pipelines, not lay them. Dee invested all her hopes in
her kids. Yes, she inflicted punishment by hitting them with a stick on occasion, but they all knew
how much she loved them. She made sure they got schooling, and she absorbed punches and
black eyes to protect them from Gary’s drunken furies. In the end, she was confident they would
have opportunities that she and Gary had never enjoyed.As she lay in the dark field, a bruise
forming on her cheek where Gary had struck her, she was stubbornly consoled by faith in the
future, by her belief that America was the land of opportunity, by the certainty that even Gary’s
drunkenness couldn’t stop the Number 6 school bus from picking up her kids each morning and
taking them to get an education at Yamhill Carlton High School, learning algebra, biology, the
use of prepositions and other knowledge that no one else in her family had been exposed to. For
ten generations, her forebears had struggled to scratch from the earth enough to eat, and now
finally in her generation there was dizzying progress. Her kids were living their version of the
American dream and inheriting a cornucopia. Electric lights. Tractors and cars. Education.
Television. Medicare. Social Security. Tampons. John Denver and Johnny Carson. Vaccinations.
Hot showers. Twinkies. Boom boxes. As Dee lay in her sleeping bag, this certainty sustained her:
Life was getting better in spite of Gary, and her children would inherit the earth. Life in Yamhill
back in the 1970s seemed to echo Curly’s upbeat refrain from Oklahoma!, when he exulted,
“Everything’s goin’ my way.”Tragically, it didn’t work out as hoped. The Knapps, like so many
other working-class families, tumbled into unimaginable calamity.Gary and Dee were Nick’s
neighbors as he grew up outside Yamhill, and the five Knapp kids rode with him each day on the
Number 6 bus to Yamhill Grade School and then Yamhill Carlton High School. When Gary fired
his .22 rifle into the yard at his cowering wife, the gunshots echoed to Nick’s farm half a mile



away. Farlan was in Nick’s class in school; his siblings were younger.Farlan Knapp and Nicholas
Kristof (below) next to each other as freshmen in the Yamhill Carlton High School yearbook.
Farlan was the first in his family ever to reach high school. (photo courtesy Yamhill Carlton High
School)The Knapps’ optimism at that time was shared by the entire community, and by millions
of others throughout the country. We have no soggy sentimentality about those days: we recount
Gary’s violence precisely to cure anyone of false nostalgia. But life had improved dramatically,
and most expected that rising education levels and improved social services would give the
Knapp kids and almost everyone else a much better life. The kids on the bus as it careered
toward Yamhill each morning were sure that their world would be better than their parents’ had
been.Yet those kids ended up riding into a cataclysm, as working-class communities
disintegrated across America, felled by lost jobs, broken families and despair. About one-fourth
of the kids who rode with Nick on the bus are dead from drugs, suicide, alcohol, obesity,
reckless accidents and other pathologies. A boy named Mike is dead from suicide, after
struggles with drugs; Steve from the aftermath of a foolhardy motorcycle accident; Cindy from
depression, obesity and then a heart attack; Jeff from a daredevil car crash; Tim from a
construction accident; Billy from complications of diabetes while in prison; Kevin from
consequences of obesity. There are different accounts of what Sue died of. Chris has gone
missing after decades of alcoholism and homelessness. Others are alive but struggling with
dead-end jobs or wrestling with drugs and alcohol. Of the two boys that Nick walked to the bus
stop with each day, Mike is a homeless alcoholic living in a park, and Bobby is serving a life
sentence in prison for offenses so harrowing that the family has cut him off.—THE AMERICAN
ECONOMY HAS DAZZLED the world and its stock markets have created great riches, but the
median American household is actually poorer in net worth today than it was in 2000. Median
wages for the majority of the population that lacks a college degree are significantly lower today,
according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, than they were back in 1979. Gallup has been
asking Americans once a month for decades if they are “satisfied” or “dissatisfied” with the way
things are going in the United States, and for the last fifteen years a majority has steadily
answered “dissatisfied.” Gallup reported in 2019 that even as the economy grew steadily, “higher
levels of stress, anger and worry nudged Americans’ overall Negative Experience Index to 35—
three points higher than any previous score.” Gallup concluded, “In fact, the levels of negative
emotions in the past several years are even higher than during the U.S. recession years.” Gallup
found that Americans were among the most stressed populations in the world, tied with Iranians
and even more stressed than Venezuelans.Life expectancy continues to rise in most of the rest
of the industrialized world, but in the United States it has dropped for three years in a row—for
the first time in a century. As we’ll see, American kids today are 55 percent more likely to die by
the age of nineteen than children in the other rich countries that are members of the OECD, the
club of industrialized nations. America now lags behind its peer countries in health care and high-
school graduation rates while suffering greater violence, poverty and addiction. This dysfunction
damages all Americans: it undermines our nation’s competitiveness, especially as growing



economies like China’s are fueled by much larger populations and by rising education levels,
and may erode the well-being of our society for decades to come. The losers are not just those
at the bottom of society, but all of us. For America to be strong, we must strengthen all
Americans.We set out in this book to explore that unraveling. We wanted to understand more
deeply what had happened to Nick’s friends on the school bus, how our country could have let
tens of millions of people suffer an excruciating loss of jobs, dignity, lives, hopes and children,
and how we can recover. The Knapps and many of the kids on the bus—and millions of
Americans across the country—made terrible, self-destructive choices about using drugs or
dropping out of school. But we saw that these were compounded by terrible choices that the
country made on multiple fronts. The kids on the bus who floundered weren’t somehow worse
than their parents or less prepared—indeed, they mostly had more education—and they didn’t
have weaker characters than their counterparts in other countries. American kids don’t drop out
of high school at higher rates than in other countries because they are less intelligent. So while
we look unsparingly at failures of personal responsibility, let’s also examine equally rigorously
the failures of government, of institutions and of society. And let’s seek solutions.In doing our
research and reporting for this book, we came to see that life’s journey for affluent, well-
educated American families is like a stroll along a wide, smooth path, forgiving of missteps. But
increasingly, for those from lower on the socioeconomic spectrum, life resembles a tightrope
walk. Some make it across, but for so many, one stumble and that’s it. What’s more, a tumble
from the tightrope frequently destroys not only that individual but the entire family, including
children and, through them, grandchildren. The casualties are everywhere in America, if we only
care to notice.Some 68,000 Americans now die annually from drug overdoses, another 88,000
from alcohol abuse and 47,000 from suicide. More Americans die from these causes every two
weeks than died during eighteen years of war in Afghanistan and Iraq. Yet much of affluent
America has shrugged, with elites paying little attention to the disintegration of communities
across the country—or, worse, blaming the victims. In fact, plenty of blame could go elsewhere:
Politicians, journalists, religious leaders and business executives were too often derelict as
communities cratered and tens of millions of people endured the pain. The United States still
doesn’t have a coherent plan to address the challenges.This journey of exploration has taken
the two of us to all fifty states, and we tell stories here from Alabama, Arkansas, California,
Florida, Maryland, New York, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, Washington, D.C., and
elsewhere. But many of the tales are from Yamhill, because it is close to our hearts and because
it reflects the challenges of working-class America. Another reason to write about the people of
Yamhill is that they bared their souls to us. Nick has a lifetime of attachment to local friends, and
Sheryl has been visiting Yamhill ever since our engagement, when she amused people by
locking the car door. Our kids grew up partly on the Kristof family farm, and our ties to Yamhill
give us a deep empathy for the community’s struggles. The consequences of lost timber jobs in
Oregon and disappearing coal jobs in Kentucky are not so different from the consequences of
erased factory jobs in North Carolina, Maine or Michigan. In talking to our friend Wes Moore, an



African American who grew up in poverty in Baltimore and New York, it struck us both how many
commonalities there are between a white farm town in Oregon and a black neighborhood in
Baltimore: what they share is deep pain.This has been a wrenching book for us to write,
because old friendships threatened to rob us of the protection of professional distance. In past
books, we have tried to shine a light on urgent and neglected topics, such as the oppression of
women around the world; now we are trying to illuminate similarly urgent and neglected crises in
our own backyards. Some of these stories are of dear friends whom Nick had crushes on,
passed notes to in class, danced with or competed against on the high-school track. Together
we’ve covered massacres, genocide, sex trafficking and other tragedy and heartbreak around
the globe, but these struggles hit so close to home because Yamhill and America are home.—
THE KNAPP KIDS UNDERTOOK their own Dantesque journey through drugs, alcohol, crime
and family dysfunction. Farlan, a talented wood-carver and furniture maker, died of liver failure
from drink and drugs. Zealan burned to death in a house fire while passed out drunk. Rogena
suffered from mental illness and died from hepatitis linked to her own drug use. Nathan burned
to death when the meth he was making exploded. Four siblings, once happy kids bouncing on
the seats of school bus Number 6, dead, dead, dead, dead.Keylan, particularly smart and
talented, whom Yamhill Grade School recognized as a math prodigy, is the lone survivor, partly
because thirteen years in the state penitentiary protected him from drugs. He soldiers on with
HIV, hepatitis and more broken bones than he can remember; he says he uses drugs much less
now.Today Keylan shares a home with Dee in Oklahoma. She survived Gary and, at seventy-
nine, remains sound of mind and strong of body. She gets by on Social Security, doesn’t touch
alcohol or drugs, and makes daily visits to the grave site of her four dead children. Pulling out
family photos, Dee pointed to her kids in happier times; over the doorway, the word FAMILY
practically jumps off a wooden sign. “Our family is cursed,” Keylan said. “Something went wrong
with our generation, and so there was alcohol abuse. There was drug abuse. There was prison.”
He began weeping.So many Americans have wandered off course “into a dark wood,” as Dante
described his journey in Inferno, exploring the corruption and hypocrisy of medieval Florence,
then one of the world’s great cities. Dee Knapp knows as well as anyone that the America of the
old days was no simple Leave It to Beaver kaleidoscope of happy families passing the gravy
around a dinner table. It was even more difficult for African Americans, Latinos, Native
Americans and others who did not even have a seat at the table. Yet in those days the dream of
advancement was real, and it sustained people like Dee through difficult times. For much of
working-class America, of whatever complexion, the dream is now dead. It’s dead along with all
those children on the Number 6 school bus. It’s dead along with Farlan, Zealan, Rogena and
Nathan Knapp. Personal responsibility must be part of the turnaround, but so must collective
responsibility, especially for children now struggling. We as citizens have failed in this, and so
has our government, and that must change. The United States took a historic wrong turn over
the last half century, and for the Knapps and so many others life has become an inferno. We will
take you through that inferno, but also show how America can do better.2“We’re Number



30!”Civilizations die from suicide, not by murder.—ARNOLD TOYNBEE, British historianWe
Americans are a patriotic tribe, and we tend to wax lyrical about our land of plenty and
opportunity. “We have never been a nation of haves and have-nots,” Senator Marco Rubio once
declared. “We are a nation of haves and soon-to-haves, of people who have made it and people
who will make it.” We proudly assert, “We’re number 1!” and in terms of overall economic and
military strength, we are. But in other respects our self-confidence is delusional.Here’s the blunt,
harsh truth.America ranks number 41 in child mortality, according to the Social Progress Index,
which is based on research by three Nobel Prize–winning economists and covers 146 countries
for which there is reliable data. We rank number 46 in internet access, number 44 in access to
clean drinking water, number 57 in personal safety and number 30 in high-school enrollment.
Somehow, “We’re number 30!” doesn’t seem so proud a boast. Overall, the Social Progress
Index ranks the United States number 26 in well-being of citizens, behind all the other members
of the G7 as well as significantly poorer countries like Portugal and Slovenia, and America is one
of just a handful of countries that have fallen backward. “Despite spending more on healthcare
than any other country in the world, the US has health outcomes comparable to Ecuador, while
the US school system is producing results on par with Uzbekistan,” the 2018 Social Progress
Index concluded.“Our country is failing on many of the things we hold most dear,” noted Michael
E. Porter, the Harvard Business School professor and expert on international competitiveness
who designed the Social Progress Index. “And it’s getting worse.” Democrats blame President
Trump, while Republicans blame President Obama, but the country has regressed under
Democrats and Republicans alike. Professor Porter warns that “the fracturing of our society is
grounded not in the weaknesses of a particular leader but in the inability of our institutions to
deliver meaningful social progress for the average citizen.”What “the fracturing of our society”
means in human terms is a dysfunction that statistics simply can’t fully convey. It’s a breakdown
that rips apart families and tears the social fabric. Churches, social clubs and other civic
organizations are not providing the social cohesion or assistance they once did. The government
is unwilling to step in to fill the breach, so many children suffer needlessly and the dysfunction is
transmitted to the next generation.Molly is what we’ll call a friend of ours who lives along the
Number 6 bus route. She dropped out in the eighth grade and gave birth to a daughter when she
was just fifteen. At the time, Molly didn’t tell anyone who the father was, so she was assumed to
be “loose” and “careless.” Many years later, she acknowledged that her daughter, whom we’ll
call Laurie, was the result of a rape by her father. One of the first people she revealed her secret
to was her mom.“Your dad raped me, too, and that’s how you got here,” her mom replied. All this
would be an enormous psychological burden for any family. Laurie, who grew up knowing that
she was born of an incestuous rape, was homeschooled through grade school and then
attended ninth grade for a few months before finding herself in over her head and dropping out.
As an adult, Laurie is smart, plays the piano and is an excellent golfer, but she has five small
children fathered by four dads. We were close friends with the paternal grandfather of two of the
little girls, so we asked Molly about them.Molly lives here with her son, along the Number 6



school bus route near Yamhill. (photo by Lynsey Addario)“There are just too many kids for one
person,” Molly told us worriedly. Laurie’s eldest boy was expelled twice from kindergarten, once
for being disruptive and once for stealing the teacher’s iPad. This upset Laurie, who now is
homeschooling the five kids, even though she herself had only a few months of formal
education. Laurie didn’t want to talk to us about these issues, but Eric Pleger, a mutual friend of
ours, sees the children periodically, so we asked him about the two toddler girls. He shook his
head. “Sounds terrible to say this about two little girls,” he said glumly, “but they’re headed for the
joint.”Some of the stories we tell here are unsettling. We share them because Americans must
appreciate new realities, and the grimness may be mitigated by the suggestions we offer both for
smarter policies and for individual philanthropy. It is heartbreaking to try to chronicle the suffering
of a place you love, and we found it particularly painful to watch the dysfunction in old friends
replicated in their children and their children’s children. Yet that is the story of much of working-
class America. Yes, economic growth entails change, and “creative destruction” is as necessary
as it is inevitable. But creative destruction need not mean the demolition of families for
generations.For starters, America doesn’t adequately invest in children, whose potential so often
goes unfulfilled. One reflection of the state of the American dream: 76 percent of adults expect
their children’s lives to be worse than their own. The World Bank Human Capital Project
estimates that American children reach only 76 percent of their potential because of inequality
and shortcomings in our health and education systems. That gives the United States a ranking
of 24 out of 157 countries, in line with its score on the Social Progress Index. Many other
countries, even much poorer ones, do better.Math scores on standardized tests are a good
predictor of future incomes, and one worrying omen is that the United States ranks below
average in the industrialized world in math scores for fifteen-year-olds on the PISA test. Almost
one-third of American fifteen-year-olds perform below the baseline that is believed necessary to
thrive in the modern world. Indeed, the only area where the American students really excel is
overconfidence, PISA found: they are more likely than pupils in other countries to believe that
they have mastered topics, even as they do worse.Undereducated children grow into troubled
adults who die at higher rates partly because of despair and anxiety. Many fear the future, or
doubt they will find meaning and purpose in today’s society and economy. Suicide rates are at
their highest level since World War II, and opioids and other drugs now kill more Americans each
month than guns or car crashes. Every seven minutes, another American dies of a drug
overdose, and one American child in eight is living with a parent with a substance use disorder.
Dr. Daniel Ciccarone, professor of family and community medicine at the University of California,
San Francisco, notes that drug abuse at the scale we see it is a symptom of a deeper malaise. “If
we don’t address the root suffering of Americans, even if you took every opioid pill away, that
suffering will manifest into another social and public health problem,” he told us. “If we want to
end, truly end the opioid crisis, we need to understand the basic causes of suffering and pain in
America.”These deaths from drugs, alcohol and suicide have been called “deaths of despair” by
the Princeton University economists Anne Case and Angus Deaton, and that pretty much



captures the mortality on the Number 6 bus. The despair arises in part from frustrations about
loss of status, loss of good jobs, loss of hope for one’s kids. Inequality is currently believed to be
greater than it was in the Gilded Age of the nineteenth century, and just three Americans—Jeff
Bezos, Bill Gates and Warren Buffett—now possess as much wealth as the entire bottom half of
the population. Senator Mark Warner, a moderate Democrat from Virginia who before entering
politics was a successful telecommunications investor and executive, put it to us bluntly: “I don’t
believe modern American capitalism is working.” Ray Dalio, the billionaire founder of
Bridgewater, the world’s largest hedge fund, agrees, saying: “I’m a capitalist, and even I think
capitalism is broken.” Dalio added: “The problem is that capitalists typically don’t know how to
divide the pie well and socialists typically don’t know how to grow it well.”That skeptical view of
capitalism is shared by young Americans in particular. As recently as 2010, more than two-thirds
of Americans aged eighteen to twenty-nine had positive views of capitalism; today, according to
Gallup, Americans in that age group have more positive views of socialism (51 percent) than of
capitalism (45 percent). The problems are most stark in America, but they are also evident in
Britain and to a lesser extent in some other developed countries; Martin Wolf of the Financial
Times argues that we are undergoing a “crisis of democratic capitalism.”The first lesson of our
journey and theme of this book is that to a degree unnoticed in more privileged parts of America,
working-class communities have collapsed into a miasma of unemployment, broken families,
drugs, obesity and early death. America created the first truly middle-class society in the world,
but now a large share of Americans feel themselves at risk of tumbling out of that security and
comfort. There’s a brittleness to life for about 150 million Americans, with a constant risk that
sickness, layoffs or a car accident will cause everything to collapse. One in seven Americans
lives below the poverty line, a substantially higher rate than in Canada or other OECD countries,
and scholars estimate that half of all Americans will at some point slip below the line. A recent
Federal Reserve survey found that almost 40 percent don’t readily have the cash to cover a
$400 emergency expense such as a broken car or a roof leak. They can’t even think of
retirement. When all else fails, they sell blood plasma, up to twice a week, for $30 or $40 each
time.The second theme of this book is that suffering in working-class America was not inevitable
but rather reflects decades of social-policy mistakes and often gratuitous cruelty: the war on
drugs that led to mass incarceration, indifference to the loss of blue-collar jobs, insufficient
health-care coverage, embrace of a highly unequal education system, tax giveaways to tycoons,
zillionaire-friendly court decisions, acceptance of growing inequality, and systematic
underinvestment in children and community services such as drug treatment.Government
authorities too often sided with capital over labor, undermining unions and weakening wages for
unskilled workers in particular. If the federal minimum wage of 1968 had kept up with inflation
and productivity, it would now be $22 an hour instead of $7.25 (many states and localities have
higher minimums). There have been intelligent debates about what the optimal minimum wage
should be, how it should vary between cheaper and more expensive parts of the country and at
what point it begins to undermine employment significantly, but almost every labor economist



believes it should be substantially higher than it now is at the federal level. Many companies also
subject hourly workers to unpredictable job schedules, sometimes working late one evening and
then early the next morning, in ways that interrupt sleep and make it impossible to plan
childcare, doctor appointments or parent-teacher visits. A 2019 study found that this kind of
scheduling caused workers even more unhappiness and psychological distress than low wages,
and it often seems unnecessary and callous.A harshness and at times a nastiness have crept
into American policy, rooted in the misconception that those who struggle with unemployment,
finances, drugs and life’s messiness are fundamentally weak, in danger of dependency, in need
of hard lessons. During the Great Recession of 2008–09 and its aftermath, the government
rescued Wall Street banks but approved an inadequate stimulus so that millions lost their jobs.
The housing bubble reflected an orgy of white-collar greed and criminality, but the people who
paid the price were the 10 million families who lost their homes.The third theme we pursue is
more hopeful: the challenges are not insurmountable, and we can adopt policies that are both
compassionate and effective. While there are no magic wands, we will outline policies that can
mitigate suffering and provide traction for struggling families. Early childhood programs for at-risk
kids pay for themselves seven times over in reduced spending on juvenile detention, special
education and policing, according to the Nobel Prize–winning economist James Heckman.
Programs to help low-income teenage girls with family planning also save public money many
times over, for an IUD is one-fifteenth the cost of a Medicaid birth. And initiatives like the Earned
Income Tax Credit cover most of their own costs by nudging people into the labor force so that
they become taxpayers.We as citizens must also hold all politicians’ feet to the fire. This is not a
Democratic issue or a Republican issue; it is an American issue, and too many of our elected
representatives have failed to grapple seriously with the humanitarian crisis unfolding in our own
country. There has been a dereliction of duty by politicians of both parties. This is an appeal for a
more responsible and compassionate, evidence-based and accountable approach to
governance.To achieve these smarter policies, we must transcend the customary narrative that
focuses only on “personal responsibility” and on glib talk about lifting oneself up by the
bootstraps. Wiser policy requires our country to possess a richer understanding of why people
fall behind, a deeper comprehension of how many children grow up with the odds stacked
against them. Yes, they make mistakes, but in some cases we fail them before they fail us. Self-
destructive behaviors are as real as autoimmune disorders, but both can be treated. We aim to
nurture understanding, empathy and a willingness to offer helping hands rather than pointed
fingers.The power of empathy can be formidable. Take a high-school dropout named Mary Daly.
She grew up in a small town near St. Louis and was mostly a good student. But then her dad lost
his job as a postal worker, her parents fought and eventually divorced, and Mary found it
impossible to concentrate on school. She dropped out at fifteen, moved in with friends and went
to work at a doughnut shop operated by her grandparents; she aspired to be a bus driver. The
high-school guidance counselor mentioned the case to a local college teacher, Betsy Bane, who
spoke to Mary and urged her to get a GED. At seventeen, Mary passed the GED, earning a top



score without much study, and Bane urged her to consider college. Daly had never thought of
university and said she couldn’t afford tuition, but Bane offered to pay for the first semester.At
the University of Missouri, Daly immediately excelled and earned a degree in economics in
1985, then a master’s and a PhD. After postdoctoral work, she became a research economist in
the Federal Reserve System in 1996, where she was mentored by another woman economist,
Janet Yellen. Daly worked her way up, often focusing on inequality, and in 2018 was named
president of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco. In that role she is, as Heather Long of
The Washington Post put it, “one of the most powerful shapers of economic policy in the United
States.” Daly set up a scholarship at the University of Missouri to honor Bane, who says that
there are “a lot of little diamonds” who go unnoticed.—AS PAIN SEEPED ACROSS America,
Yamhill became a microcosm of America’s working-class dysfunction. The small high school in
Yamhill endured two student suicides in a single year: a boy hanged himself at home, and a girl
shot herself in her car in the school parking lot. Nick’s successor as student-body president lost
a son, greatly admired and much loved in the community, to a drug overdose.One of Nick’s
schoolmates, Stacy Mitchell, a vivacious cheerleader and volleyball player while in high school,
wrestled with alcoholism and ended up homeless, living in a tent. She froze to death on a cold
winter night, at age forty-eight. The idea that a popular girl from a local family with deep roots in
the community could freeze to death while homeless was shattering. It wasn’t just Stacy who
died that night; something in all of us perished as well.Plenty of kids from Yamhill did just fine,
and we’ll later explore the lessons of some of these escape artists. But it isn’t just the dropouts
who struggled. In high school, Nick’s rival to be valedictorian was Donna King, an exceptionally
bright girl whose father was a truck driver for the county. Donna and Nick were neck and neck,
and then she became pregnant. She explained to us that she knew about the county clinic that
offered family planning but also knew that the clinic wasn’t good at keeping secrets and that if
she asked for contraception word might filter out to her dad and scandalize her family. The
pregnancy caused a scandal anyway. Donna married her boyfriend, Marvin, and managed to
finish school by force of discipline and intellect. Donna and Marvin didn’t go to college, partly
because of the baby and partly because of the cost, but they are smart, hardworking and law-
abiding. They haven’t abused drugs but have still struggled every step of the way. Marvin worked
in a factory making trailers until it closed down. Then he worked as a logger until his back went
out. Now he has reinvented himself as an information technology professional, working on
computers on the Nike campus. Donna has likewise worked in a tax preparation office, in a hotel
and for Amway. Mostly, she gets by cleaning people’s houses.In the end, Donna raised a
wonderful, strong family that she is rightly proud of. But if she had grown up in an affluent home
in New York, or if she had had some help with family planning when she was a teenager, she
might have ended up a doctor. The problem wasn’t Donna’s ability, but limited opportunities for
the working class.There’s sometimes an impulse to pit the suffering of the white working class
against that of African Americans or members of other minority groups. That is a mistake.
Government policies have poorly served the working class of every complexion, and we need



solidarity rather than strife among those so overlooked. The challenges faced by Donna in a rural
white community aren’t always so different from those faced by brilliant working-class black kids
in urban areas across the country. The Boston Globe tracked down ninety-three valedictorians
who had appeared in its newspaper between 2005 and 2007 in a “Faces of Excellence” series.
These were hardworking, smart, outperforming kids, mostly of color, and nearly one-quarter had
aimed to be doctors. Yet not one has become a doctor, and one-quarter failed to earn a BA
within six years. Four became homeless, one spent time in prison and one died. The Globe
described “an epidemic of untapped potential,” which seems about right whether one is talking
about black neighborhoods in Boston or rural white communities in Oregon, not to mention
Latino parts of Texas or Native American country across the West.Some Americans assume that
the grim difficulties affect only those on the bottom rung of the ladder, but that’s incorrect. The
economic and social fabric for much of America has been ripped apart, and this is expensive for
everyone: the White House estimates that the opioid epidemic costs the United States half a
trillion dollars a year—more than $4,000 per American household annually.One mechanism by
which pain on the bottom is transmitted throughout the nation is the political system. Some 60
million Americans live in a rural America that is suffering, and the U.S. political architecture gives
the frustrations of these rural Americans disproportionate political influence. They have
particular weight in the Senate, where each state has two senators, so a Wyoming voter has
sixty-eight times as much clout in choosing a senator as a California voter. This baked-in bias in
the Senate and Electoral College in favor of small, rural states will continue to give rural voters
outsize influence for the foreseeable future, and rural America has for decades endured
economic decline and social turmoil that have left voters angry and disillusioned. The political
consequences are visible: Working-class Americans helped elect President Trump. The reasons
they backed Trump were complicated and sometimes included nativism, racism and sexism, but
about 8 million of these voters had supported Barack Obama in 2012. Many cast ballots for
Trump as a primal scream of desperation because they felt forgotten, neglected and scorned by
traditional politicians.Yet once he was in office, Trump cold-shouldered the working-class voters
who had supported him. He gave lip service to jobs in coal and manufacturing but took no
significant step to assist workers, and he made things worse by chipping away at the Affordable
Care Act. It was one more scene in a long drama of politicians’ betrayal of America’s working
class.A popular critique laments the indolence, irresponsibility and self-destructive behaviors of
the working class. National Review in 2016 urged “an honest look at the welfare dependency,
the drug and alcohol addiction, the family anarchy—which is to say, the whelping of human
children with all the respect and wisdom of a stray dog” and concluded that “the white American
underclass is in thrall to a vicious, selfish culture whose main products are misery and used
heroin needles.” It’s true that too many working-class students drop out of high school and then
have babies out of wedlock and that this is a prescription for poverty. Ron Haskins and Isabel
Sawhill of the Brookings Institution have found that of people who follow three traditional rules—
graduate from high school, get a full-time job and marry before having children—only 2 percent



live in poverty. So play by these rules, called “the success sequence,” and by and large one can
avoid poverty. In contrast, of those who do none of those three things, 79 percent live in poverty.
Overall, one-quarter of girls still become pregnant by the age of nineteen, so clearly there has
been irresponsible behavior, by boys and girls alike.Yet the irresponsibility is not entirely with
adolescents. American kids have sex at the same rates as European kids, but European girls are
one-third as likely to get pregnant—because European countries offer much better
comprehensive sex education and easier access to reliable forms of contraception. So, yes,
teen births reflect individual irresponsibility, but also collective irresponsibility on the part of
society. If we’re going to blame the kids, we should also acknowledge our collective failure to do
a better job creating safety nets so that teenagers overcome by hormones don’t damage their
futures, not to mention their children’s.Something similar to today’s malaise and falling life
expectancy has happened before in the world, in the Soviet Union. In the 1980s, the USSR was
still a superpower with a space program, magnificent orchestras and operas, impressive science
and mathematics, an empire in Eastern Europe and the capacity to blow up the globe. It was
easy for tourists visiting the Hermitage in Leningrad or Red Square in Moscow to be dazzled. Yet
all of this rested on an economic and social foundation that was cracking because of the Soviet
Union’s disastrous policy choices.Alcoholism and discontent were rife there, with men reaching
for vodka by late morning and disappearing into a haze by afternoon. The old joke in the
factories was, They pretend to pay us, and we pretend to work. Soviet officials knew of these
deep and complicated social and economic problems but chose to ignore drunkenness, drugs
and workforce absenteeism, which they believed wouldn’t affect the Kremlin. Their solution was
to stop publishing Soviet mortality data.When substance abuse became inescapable, General
Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev declared a war on drunkenness and closed liquor shops, viewing
the problem as a moral one of personal weakness and irresponsibility. In fact, alcoholism and
drugs were a symptom of far deeper structural problems, of policy mistakes such as agricultural
collectivization, a dysfunctional command economy and the invasion of Afghanistan. These
mistakes went back decades and finally became impossible to cover up. Hope had dissolved.
When life expectancy declined in Russia, just as it has in America today, that was a sign of
systemic troubles that patriotic rhetoric could no longer conceal. It should have been a wake-up
call, just as America’s declining life expectancy today should be our own alarm bell.3When Jobs
DisappearThe test of our progress is not whether we add more to the abundance of those who
have much; it is whether we provide enough for those who have too little.—FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, Second Inaugural Address, January 20, 1937When Nick was growing up with the
Knapps near Yamhill, one of their buddies on the Number 6 school bus was Kevin Green. Kevin
and Nick both had brown eyes and brown hair, and both were distance runners in high school,
so people would sometimes mix them up on the high-school track. “Go, Kevin, go!” people would
shout during a race as Nick ran by. They both lived on farms north of Yamhill near Cove Orchard
and picked strawberries as summer jobs, later graduating to better-paying jobs stacking hay
bales. Along with Farlan and the other Knapps, Kevin and Nick took science classes in seventh



and eighth grade from a teacher who taught that evolution was incorrect and showed religious
films extolling creationism. In high school, Kevin and Nick both took welding and agriculture
classes and joined FFA, the Future Farmers of America. After cross-country or track practice,
Nick often drove Kevin home to his farm with its hogs, geese, chickens and two milk
cows.Granted, there were differences. Kevin’s house had few books, while Nick’s house was
lined with shelves of them. Nick’s parents, professors who believed passionately in education,
read to him, took him to chess tournaments, discussed world affairs at the dinner table and
infused in him a confidence that he would get A’s and go to university. Nick’s house wasn’t
dramatically nicer or more comfortable than Kevin’s, but its ethos and expectations were a world
apart. Kevin’s dad, Tom, had only a fifth-grade education, mostly discussed car engines and was
a disciplinarian with a temper.“My dad cut his brother’s finger off once with a hatchet,” Kevin told
us, with more awe than was appropriate. Kevin himself as a young child had a penchant for
disastrous accidents with fire. “By second grade, Kevin had burned down parts of two houses,”
recalled his younger brother, Clayton, also an old friend of ours.In high school, Kevin was a weak
student but thrived in shop classes. He and Clayton could take any car apart and put it back
together better than ever. When Clayton was thirteen years old, he bought a beat-up 1955
Chevy for $20—the engine was dead—and spent several years with Kevin painstakingly
restoring it. When they finished, it gleamed and ran beautifully. They sold it in 1985 for $1,500 to
someone who still drives it.Kevin Green and Nick ran together on the Yamhill Carlton High
School cross-country team. (photo courtesy Yamhill Carlton High School)Kevin Green in 1983
with a four-and-a-half-pound trout he had caught. An enthusiastic fisherman, Kevin once dove
into a river and caught a fish with his hands. (photo courtesy Irene Green)Friendly and relaxed,
blessed with a sunny personality and a desire to help others, Kevin got along with pretty much
everyone. He was famous for helping friends with chores and for his passion for fishing. Once as
he stood on a bridge, he saw a fish in the river below. He didn’t have a rod, so he jumped into the
river to grab it—and cooked it that evening. Kevin was less dedicated to his studies. He spoke of
wanting to become an architect but couldn’t imagine how he could pay for college, so he treated
homework as optional, and at the beginning of his senior year he was told he wouldn’t have
enough credits to graduate. He began taking GED classes right away and earned his high-
school equivalency papers before his classmates had even graduated. He became the first male
in his family ever to have the equivalent of a high-school degree, and he had every expectation
of going places. Kevin believed, as most people in Yamhill did then, in a piety that former House
Speaker Paul Ryan liked to repeat: “In our country, the condition of your birth does not determine
the outcome of your life.”The 1970s was an optimistic time in Yamhill, a town southwest of
Portland with one flashing red light, four churches and, at that time, 517 people, almost all of
them white. Built as an overnight stop for the stagecoach from Portland to the coast, it boasted
about having been the first town in Oregon to get electric streetlights. One of Yamhill’s early
claims to fame was that Mary Pickford, the silent film star, lived there briefly in about 1900,
above a hat shop on Main Street. At the time, she was eight years old, and her mom was



teaching at Yamhill’s elementary school; sadly, Pickford never seemed as proud of Yamhill as it
was of her. A better claim is as the hometown of Beverly Cleary, the children’s book author and
creator of Henry Huggins and Ramona the Pest; Cleary told us that the town of Pitchfork, in
Emily’s Runaway Imagination, is based on Yamhill.The center of Yamhill today with the general
store still has charm, though that masks some of the struggles in the area. (photo by Lynsey
Addario)In the 1970s, it had a general store, a hardware shop, a farm supply store, a telephone
booth, a barber and a bar. The economy was based on farming, logging and light manufacturing,
and the biggest employer in the area was a glove factory in the nearby town of Carlton. The
upbeat theme for Nick’s high-school prom was “Stairway to Heaven,” and that seemed about
right. Many older people in Yamhill had grown up on farms without electricity, plumbing or
telephones and then family fortunes had soared in the 1940s, ’50s and ’60s.Kevin’s dad, Tom,
embodied that rise. He had grown up without electricity or running water in a shack by a river
that regularly flooded. Tom was a proud Korean War veteran who became a good mason and
cement finisher, and he married his sweetheart, Irene, who had grown up in poverty without
toilets or running water. Tom was a hard worker, and by the 1970s he had a solid union job
paying $43 an hour in today’s money.“His work meant a lot to him, and he was proud he had a
good job,” Irene recalled. Tom helped construct the Fremont Bridge soaring over the Willamette
River in Portland, and he was able to access GI Bill benefits to buy his first home with just $99
down. The GI Bill was an enormous project to lift people toward the middle class, and it helped
the Greens and millions of others. In 1972, Tom and Irene purchased a five-acre farm outside
Yamhill for $51,000 in today’s prices. Irene found full-time work at a cannery, paying about $12
an hour in today’s money, and the family seemed on a solid upward trajectory.“Tom ran a tight
ship,” recalled the Reverend Rhonda Kroeker, a family friend. “The place was clean. The boys
had certain responsibilities. Everything was kept a certain way. You just knew. You respected
Tom. He was a good man and you didn’t throw down a cigarette butt in his driveway. You didn’t
do that.”Like their friends the Knapps, the Greens looked forward to continued improvements.
They all had an impressive work ethic. Their first child, Thomas Jr., had died of meningitis at two
months, but their next, Cindy, a sweet girl in Nick’s class, worked full-time at a cannery during
high school, surviving on a few hours of sleep each night. Kevin and Clayton worked on chicken
farms two or three nights a week to make extra money, getting home in the wee hours to catch a
bit of sleep before school. After Cindy graduated from high school, she took a correspondence
class on managing a motel, a community college training program in nursing and vocational
classes in fixing computers. She also took community college classes in health care and
eventually became a hospital technician overseeing equipment in an intensive care unit. It was a
responsible job in which she took pride.The kids all looked up to Tom, who handled himself with
dignity and self-confidence and was respected by neighbors and workmates. His kids weren’t
even aware that he was illiterate until they were on a road trip and he needed help deciphering
the simplest highway signs.“You can’t read, Dad?” Clayton asked in astonishment.“Never mind.
What does the sign say?”It was a reflection of the upward mobility of the time that an illiterate



man born into poverty could learn a skill, buy a farm, earn a solid living and build a good life for
his family. Yet in retrospect, that middle-class dream was becoming more elusive—in Yamhill and
in the thousands of Yamhills across America. Soon after Cindy and Kevin left high school,
lucrative union jobs like their dad’s began disappearing, especially for young people without a
high-school degree. The glove factory closed its doors. Sawmills closed down and farms
consolidated and invested in technology, which resulted in fewer jobs. The Kristof farm was a
part of that change: a cherry orchard that used to be picked laboriously by hand by dozens of
workers is now serviced by machines. The machine picking is faster, cheaper and more efficient,
and thus benefits farmers and consumers—but it spelled disaster for those who once made
ends meet by picking fruit each summer.
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Serenity..., “~~Powerful/Poignant/Evocative~~. After reading the many statistics provided in this
book, one does have to wonder how much talent we as a nation squander? The authors provide
some grim statistics including those for child mortality, clean drinking water, High School
enrollment and many others. These are numbers which place the US within 140 countries. And,
as a country,,,,we don't do well. So, the question is how do we, as a nation turn these statistics
(as well as drug addiction, homelessness, alcoholism, etc) around? This book offers solutions to
the problems along with suggestions.This is a powerful, poignant and evocative read which will
tug at the reader's heart and soul. Reading true stories from a variety of people all over the US,
the problems are addressed...succinctly and without emotion. How we got here as a nation is
also mentioned and one thing I liked was that the authors placed an equal blame on both major
political parties...Policies were mentioned that could have an impact on these problems and
mitigate suffering. From family planning to Earned Income Tax Credit, there are several more
included. And, the problems associated with addiction (drug and alcohol) are delved into
deeply. Crime, poverty and homelessness...all a piece of that equation. Non-profit
organizations such as TOPPS (Targeting on People's Priorities with Services) which is in
Arkansas is excellent.Holding our politicians accountable is brought up and this one needs to be
addressed by all of us, I believe. The discussion on Capitalism and Socialism and whether or
not Capitalism is broken was most interesting to me , as well.The individual stories of the
manner in which people ended up as they did are poignant and powerful. I appreciate the fact
that the authors also included pictures of some of these individuals. The inclusion of Ann
Curry's story should be motivation to others to reach out and help others, if possible. One never
knows who might need a nudge!We must do better as a nation to get to the root problem of
addiction, homelessness, and crime and poverty. (I live in Vermont and the opiod problems are
spread throughout our state...progress is being made according to the state but it appears to be
an uphill battle).Just an outstanding read for me which was presented in an excellent manner.
To paraphrase the authors...we must restore dignity, spread opportunity and spark
ingenuity.Most highly recommended.”

Mr. Charles Russell, “A Revelation. Makes for a revealing state of disillusionment.”

Edi, “Enlightening and highly informative read. I have read Kristof's column in the Times and
decided to check out the book figuring it would be high quality and well researched like his other
work. I was not disappointed.Tightrope is a compelling illustration of generational poverty and it's
impacts on individuals and society as a whole. The authors give humanity to the face of what
many view as a trashy addiction (street drugs) without realising the very human reasons people
go down this path. They explain in depth how each generation begets a new generation
destined to follow the same path without the assistance needed to change course. They also



explain, backed by data, how course changes can occur and what, besides addiction, drives the
ruin of so many Americans trapped in the lower half of the economy.A great read that was hard
to put down, but always put down with a great deal of afterthoughts. This book didn't tell me
anything in didn't already know, our at least suspected to be true, but it did give me shocking
data and stories that showed me how much worse it has and could be for Americans without
change.We have a great reckoning in America and if we don't find a way to raise all of our people
up, we will continue down the path of increasing poverty and lives destroyed by hopelessness
and despair.”

Suburban mont, “Startling insights into Trump's America. Tightrope provides a clear insight into
life for America's underclasses. For readers in Australia, much is a shocking view of situations
we would find hard to accept, with social problems for many seemingly unaddressed. The
authors provide thoughtful pathways to improved outcomes for those neglected in Trump's
world.”
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